WELL-BEING PACKAGES
WE CARE ABOUT

You & Earth

“ Resilience of your indoor and
outdoor space is our priority,
sustainability & well- being
are our masterpiece”
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Who are we?
GreenTECH by AQUAcell is the company
born and established in UAE in 2020. It is
a sub brand of AQUAcell based in Poland.
It focuses on applying holistic approach
towards achieving sustainable living.

Our Mission
We combined 18 years of AQUAcell
experience with new and complex
sustainable solutions of GreenTECH adapted
to contemporary times - flexible, innovative,
and visionary.
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Why
WELL-BEING
Packages?
By purchasing our solutions as a package
you are making long term investment in your
health and well- being. At the same time you
are positively contributing to the development
of our planet by reducing carbon footprint and
using less plastic.

Purchae well- being package
and get more for less!
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VITA Tronic
MIDI/MAXI space harmoniser (50 m or 1 km radius)
VITA Tronic - space charger
Creates harmonious balance in an electro- technological
environment where terrestrial radiation and the presence of
water veins are unavoidable.
VITA Tronic vibrates on the 7.83-hertz frequency that resonates with the Earth’s magnetic field. So-called
Schumann Resonance, a heart-bit of the Earth’s brings us back to the most optimal state of healing and well- being.
Spaces harmonized by VITA Tronic produce a physically measurable balance of the static and ultra- low-frequency
magnetic field. Thus, the intensity of the interference in houses, apartments, and workplaces can be reduced,
creating a pleasant and harmonious living environment.
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MINI VITA Tronic
mobile space harmoniser (12 m radius)
VITA Tronic - space charger
Well-being wherever you go. The Mini Vita Tronic is the ideal
solution for small apartments and the harmonisation of
indiviual working space, office, car or hotel room.
The Mini Vita Tronic can also be individually adjusted and thus adapted to the respective room size.
By using our vehicle Green Tech you improve air quality inside the car and increase time spent in well- being friendly space.
At the same time you make positive, sustainable step towards reverse climate change effect by reducing CO2 levels
produced by your vehicle.
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AQUA
VITA
life

wireless water technology
With the AQUA VITA life, a patented water vitaliser, and
chalk transformer, water regains its original information
structure from its natural source and achieves optimal
energizing.

The functioning of the device was tested in the study
conducted by doctors and scientists from Austrian
universities in long-term studies ( BOKU Wien, KarlFranzens-Universität Graz). The results demonstrated
clear improvement of the bodily states of humans,
animals, and plants.

The AQUA VITA life creates a permanent and constantly
renewing energy whirl with healing information through
the combination of dia-, para-, and ferromagnetism.
There are 999 pure silver suspensions inside the device,
mount onto the water pipes, transmitting healing
information into the water as it flows through them.
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Pure silver, gold, and platinum resonate with water
molecules. They have a naturally prophylactic and
protective effect, by strengthening the immune system.
A special colored light spectral lense with genial 7,
5 x 1014Hz ( from the colored light spectrum) for the
natural conservation and refinement of healing energies
protects from harmful influences such as electrosmog,
Earth rays, etc. In addition, all the minerals, trace
elements, and crystals required by the human body are
inside the AVL module.

The AQUA VITA life generates over 40, 000 healing
energy frequencies from bio-resonance and Schumann
frequencies and activates all body energies.

Benefits of AQUA VITA life:
no installation and energy costs
easy to install
100% environmentally friendly
assessed to more than 35 building standards
made in EU
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YOUR
UNIQUE
BOTTLE

Each year the amount of plastic thrown away is
enough to circle the Earth four times. It takes about
450 years to decompose a single-use plastic bottle.
If you are frustrated thinking about plastic waste,
take on a challenge in reducing it! You can make
an enormous difference in the world and make our
planet a better place. How? Start with simple steps
and cultivate an attitude of conscious choices.

Did you know that one unique bottle replacesabout
217 single-use plastic bottles per year?
Every time you refill your unique bottle, you are
making a positive impact in eliminating plastic waste.

Premium-quality glass
750 ml / 25 oz. volume
BPA-free, BPF-free, BPS-free
100% Leak proof
Made in Europe
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ENERGY
CARD
The GreenTECH by AQUAcell energy card is made to
create harmony and revitalize your closest environment.
Through the symbol of the flower of life, it amplifies subtle
energy fields and imitates positive frequencies producing
a harmonious and oscillating personal energy field.
The GreenTECH by AQUAcell energy card comes in the
form of a credit card and can be carried effortlessly in
your wallet or purse. The flower of life was printed on the
front of the card in high-quality foil embossing.

Areas of use :
Vitalisingfood and drinks
Stimulating self-healing
Activating the flow of human energy
Balancing chakra energy points
Dispelling energy blocks
Helping with insomnia
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FAZUP
Why should you protect yourself from cell
phone radiation?

bile phone is the source of electromagnetic
radiation, among other everyday use devices
such as Wi Fi modems, laptops, microwaves,
Bluetooth devices. They continuously emit the
highest amounts of electromagnetic waves
close to the human body and brain.
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There is growing scientific evidence proving
the dangers of electromagnetic waves to
people. Some exposure symptoms may
include headaches, anxiety, depression,
nausea, fatigue, and loss of l ibido.

Statistics on the improvements declared
by the testers Disappearance or reduction
with FAZUP
-

95% headaches
98% sleeping disorders
96% tinnitus
98% heating of the mobile
100% heating of the ear
91% tingling
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“ we need the nature,
nature doesn’t need us”
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PACKAGES

PACKAGE A

PACKAGE B

VITA Tronic MIDI
Cube 23cm x 26cm x 18cm, 3.22kg device weight

VITA Tronic MIDI
Cube 23cm x 26cm x 18cm, 3.22kg device weight

MINI VITA Tronic
Cube 10cm x 11cm x 5.5cm, 0.45kg device weight

AQUA VITA life
Cylinder 11.5cm x 4cm, 0.24kg weight

AQUA VITA life
Cylinder 11.5cm x 4cm, 0.24kg weight
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PACKAGE C

PACKAGE D

FAZUP
Cube Sticker 13cm x 16cm x 2cm

FAZUP
Cube Sticker 13cm x 16cm x 2cm

MINI VITA Tronic
Cube 10cm x 11cm x 5.5cm, 0.45kg device weight

MY EQUA - Unique Bottle
C750ml / Borosilicate Glass

MY EQUA - Unique Bottle
C750ml / Borosilicate Glass
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Let’s Talk

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Email: office@aqaucellgreen.tech
Website: aquacellgreen.tech
Mobile / Whatsapp : 00971588316675

